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Heritage Park came alive on the
23rd February this year. The aromas of fresh coffee and braaied
boerewors wafted through the
air. Parents, children and community members chatted and
shopped to the accompaniment
of music. Children proudly
showed off their wares and made
some pocket money.
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A huge thanks to Arno for organising at such short notice what
will hopefully become an annual
or bi-annual event.
Start building up stock or thinking on ideas of items that you
sell at our next market.

Hall Cleanup and Tent Pitching Day
Scouts and parents pitched
tents, swept, threw away garbage during a very successful
cleanup day.
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The committee made a
profit of
R2,761 selling
pancakes and
boerewors
rolls.

Unwanted items were donated to
Help-a-rural-child.

We are thrilled to have installed
our pole racks in the loft. This
facilitates the pioneering aspect
of the scouting programme, by
allowing them to easily and
safely get the poles in and out
of the hall.
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Group Calendar
We launched our very
own calendar for the
first time this year.
Thanks to Dani for design and printing and to
the sponsors who advertised at the bottom
in order that we could
hand them out for free.

2019
Calendar.
Speak to a
Scouter if
you haven’t
received
your copy.

Remember to put it on
your fridge to keep up
to date with events.

Rayner Competition
2nd-3rd March By: Cody Lawrenz

“Every
accomplishment
starts with the
decision to try.”
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The Rayner Trophy was
held on 2-3 March.
Rayner is a tough hiking
competition which is
filled with fun. We hiked
from Bainskloof to
Hawequas. It is a hike
where scouts from
mostly the Western
Cape gather to compete
against each other in
order to win the Rayner
Cup in early March. One
of the categories of the
competition was STA's
(Spare Time Activities)
we had around 50 STA's
in total this year, which
ranged from pioneering
to general quizzes. The
toughest aspect of my
experience is having the
motivation to carry a
heavy bag for such a
long distance, can't be
that hard, right? Rayner
can also be a good opportunity to make new
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friends with other scouts or even
strengthen the bonds with your very
own patrol members. My favourite
base was where we had to make
darts to blow out of a blowpipe onto
a target. My second favourite was
the last base of Rayner which was
by the dam at Hawequas where we
had to get into the pool and float
with a piece of clothing which cooled
our patrol down after a long day of
hiking.

12th out of 20 Teams
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Cub Meeting Highlights
24th January

Spot the games played by the cubs during the meeting held on the 24th January.
Chess is a universal game played around the world. Did you know that there is a cub
and scout chess badge?
Other traditional games were played as well as creating secret letters using lemon
juice as invisible ink. Spot the scouts helping with cubs. Thanks Vincent and Aaron.

Cubs
Tadpole Hunting

The cubs hiked from the Scout Hall up to Deer
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Scout Meeting Highlights
We had a brilliant
start to the Scouting
year with 5 new
scouts joining our
ranks. A very warm
welcome to Mila,
Konrad, Lena,
Capucine, Michaela.
We look forward to
a year of continued
growth.

On my honour
I promise that
I will do my
best, To do my
duty to God,
and my
country, To
help other

Our new pole rack was put to
good use this term with pioneering featuring very strongly.
Thanks to Sebastian for arranging a fabulous programme on
the 7th March where the three
patrols separately built their

people at all
times, To obey
the Scout Law.
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components that were
then combined to form
the amazing draw
bridge featured in the
photograph below.
Wow, wow and WOW!
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Community Service
Vincent’s 1st Class Community Service
By: Vincent Savary-Jackson
Elands patrol had a beach cleanup on Milnerton
beach on the Saturday 2nd of February. This
consisted of five hours of community service in
which we cleaned up waste in different plastic
bags, which we then brought to recycling bins
the remainder brought to a dump. We then
went to visit the SANCCOB facilities in Table
view were we learned on bird conservation and
their role in it. All in all, this day was loads of
fun, but we also learned a lot on wildlife conservation and how we can take part in it, as
scouts.

Friendship Activity

Duster Hockey in our hall with Camps Bay
Troop on 21st February.

Camps Bay
Meeting

One of the tasks that one needs to perform when obtaining your 1st Class is to organize
a friendship activity with another troop. Vincent arranged with 1st Camps Bay to attend
our Thursday meeting on 21st February and we in turn attended their meeting on Friday
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Cubs End of Term
The cubs had their last meeting of the term on the 14th of March.
The end of term was celebrated with a party with lots of yummy
nibbles.

I promise to
do my best – To
do my duty to
God and my
country; To
keep the Law of
the
Wolf CubPack
And to do a
good turn to
somebody
every day.
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Gilqua Patrol Leader Training Unit
PLTU—23rd to 31st March
Vincent
Jonathan

The Gilqua Patrol Leader Training Unit (PLTU) is a comprehensive
leadership course run annually for the young leaders in the Scout
Movement. The motivation for starting Gilqua PLTU was based on
the recognition that the leaders of tomorrow will all emanate from
the youth of today. The course attempts to help individuals overcome any perceived limitations, and stretch these limits far beyond
any previous perceived boundaries. In helping individuals discover
their true potential, and setting them on the road to achieving this
potential, PLTU stimulates a strong sense of self-worth, selfconfidence and self-discipline.
History of the Gilqua PLTU (from the Western Cape Scout Heritage
Centre)
We are very proud of our participation this year with Jonathan and
Vincent attending the course as participants and Ryan (Admin
Manager), Brendan (Chief of Staff), Nathan (Head of Catering) and
Harold (Catering) staffing on the course.

Nathan and Vincent

Brendan and Jonathan

Ryan

Harold

Cubs brotherhood in action
A Scout is a friend to all and a brother to every other Scout. (Scout Law 4)

14th Feb—Valentine Poster

The cubs sent a birthday greeting video to
Sheth who has moved
to live in the UK. Sheth
spent months last year
with our cubs and is
fondly remembered.
The cubs also had a
Valentines Poster Chal- 31st Jan—Happy Birthday Video for Sheth
lenge.
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Things to look out for
Troop Camp 26-28 April
Upton Shield 5 May
Cub Camp at Appleton 10th May
Bingo Evening 11th May

Badge Awards
Cooks : Kingsley & Lincoln
Chess Badge : Kingsley & Lincoln
Civil Emergency: Remi
Outdoorsman : Remi
First Aid : Remi
PLTU Challenge : Vincent & Jonathan

9th/16th Cape Town Scouts
Heritage Park
87 Upper Orange Street
Gardens
https://www.capetownscouts.org.za/

secretary@capetownscouts.org.za
info@capetownscouts.org.za
treasurer@capetownscouts.org.za

Be Prepared
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